
 

 

Echoes of Horror: Reading Lucan in Light of the Rwandan Civil War 

 It is customary for classical scholars to apply lessons from ancient history to help illuminate the 

issues facing our modern world, but less frequently do we reverse the mirror and ask how contemporary 

events might help us better understand what we find in the pages of a classical text (e.g. Rosenblitt 2012 

for a recent example). In this paper I propose to show how modern accounts from the Rwandan civil war 

and genocide of 1994 can improve our reading of Lucan’s epic on the Roman civil war. Lucan scholars 

have routinely looked to other ancient sources for comparative insight, but rarely does anybody travel 

beyond the classical world. And while some broaden their scope as late as the 17
th
 century (e.g. Quint 

1993), the emphasis is still on later reception of the earlier text. In contrast I will argue that modern 

voices—voices that reveal the incomprehensible horror of witnessing the grotesque self-destruction of a 

nation—can in this case shed valuable light on Lucan’s ancient epic. 

 The literary accounts of Rwanda’s mad descent into genocide and civil war in 1994 display a set 

of themes and emotions that are strikingly similar to anyone familiar with Lucan. One is a shared focus 

upon the sheer horror of the evil encountered along with a recurring fascination with gruesome 

descriptions of the endless slaughter. BBC correspondent Fergal Keane (1995) describes with remarkable 

clarity his encounter with the rotting piles of thousands of corpses at Nyarubuye, relaying with quiet 

urgency the few survivors’ accounts of wholesale, calculated slaughter and decapitations that recall 

Lucan’s telling of the horrific purges of Marius and Sulla (2.68–233). These accounts also share with 

Lucan a profound awareness of the psychological effect of their society’s self-destruction. Lucan’s 

puzzling depiction in the proem of an Italian countryside that is abandoned and crumbling into oblivion 

(1.24–32)—visibly untrue in Lucan’s own day—makes more sense when read in conjunction with the 

story told by Philip Gourevitch (1998) of a Rwandan who, even after people have returned to fill the 

countryside, hotly declares, “The country is empty. Empty!” 

 Perhaps the greatest lesson that emerges from these eyewitness Rwandan accounts is the literary 

power that comes from an author painting a picture so vividly that the reader becomes in effect an 

eyewitness to the horror, for in no other way can the author adequately convey the full truth that this 



 

 

horrible thing actually happened. This insight can in turn shed valuable light upon the methods and 

motives of Lucan who, writing almost a hundred years after his events, similarly embraces a poetic 

program that transforms the reader into a spectator. While this has long been recognized (e.g. Masters 

1992, Leigh 1997), scholars have tended to limit their focus to the poetic ways in which the reader as 

spectator is implicated in the nefas of civil war, thus overlooking what I argue is a deeper and more 

emotionally immediate conviction on the part of the poet: that the only way to recover from an event of 

such horrific evil is to stare it squarely in the face and thereby remember what has been lost and 

commemorate the dead. When seen in this light, these stories from Rwanda suggest that Lucan is not 

celebrating epic absurdity or promoting meaningless despair but is rather deeply serious in his mission to 

force his readers to relive the civil wars and thereby confront the true meaning of what Rome has lost. 
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